
FACIAL TREATMENTS WITH DEVICES

PLN 180/ 

50 MINUTES

LASER SHAPE - a combination of laser and radio waves gives the effect of face

lifting, reduction of bags under the eyes and skin rejuvenation.

PLN 220/ 

80 MINUTES

OXYGEN INFUSION - a non-invasive treatment involving the introduction of

concentrated active ingredients into the skin using hyperbaric oxygen, resulting

in smoothing and rejuvenation of the skin; raising the oval of the face, improving

firmness and elasticity

PLN 250/ 

80 MINUTES

CORUNDUM MICRODERMABRASION WITH CARE - deep exfoliation of the

stratum corneum using corundum crystals with a soothing ampoule

and a mask

PLN 250/ 

80 MINUTES

SNAIL'S SECRET WITH LED PHOTOTHERAPY - an ideal treatment for very

sensitive, acne-prone skin that requires reconstruction and regeneration. When

exposed to LED technology, the light has an antibacterial effect

and anti-inflammatory.

PLN 230/ 

50 MINUTES

SNAKE VENOM POWER + NANOCRYSTALLINE RADIOFREQUENCY -

treatment using stem cell technology. It acts simultaneously on the epidermis and

deep layers of the skin. Offers significant improvement in firmness and tension,

elimination of wrinkles, scars and stretch marks, as well as surface smoothing

and improving skin tone.

PLN 290/ 

80 MINUTES

VOLUMETIQ - painless and innovative skin fractionation technology without

interrupting the continuity of the epidermis. The use of special discs with 'blunt'

nanoneedles that extremely intensively stimulate the skin, increase metabolism

and improve blood circulation, and guarantee intensive injection of active

ingredients using appropriate pressure and movement of the head.

Effects: intensive improvement of microcirculation, stimulation of skin renewal

smoothing the skin, improving firmness, improving facial oval, reducing the visibility

of wrinkles, stimulation of the eye area, smoothing 'crow's feet'

PLN 320/ 

80 MINUTES

SKIN OXY BAR - banquet treatment, highly oxygenating, non-invasive, improves

circulation and metabolism, increases cell activity, brightens

and improvement of color, reduction of hypersensitivity, acceleration of regenerative

processes.
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